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This kitty kitchen is purr-fect for cat house owners
If you’ve cats, retaining them off your kitchen counter tops could be a fixed battle.
The cat-proudly owning designers at Mobitaly have felt your ache, and got here up with a novel answer: A kitchen that’s
additionally a playground to maintain your feline buddies occupied when you prepare dinner.

The Mocaki Modular Cat Kitchen is the brainchild of Francesco Vintrici and Daniele Schinaia, two kitchen designers who
determined to focus on the H million cat house owners in Italy with a specialty product made only for them.
At first look, Mokaci seems like another Italian-made kitchen: Sleek, with hidden handles and constructed-in home
equipment, plus a stainless countertop and sink.
However, these regular-wanting cupboards and counters are constructed on a set of modular cat-pleasant furnishings,
with simply the sorts of nooks and crannies that kitties like to discover.
Owners can organize them nevertheless they need, putting in the whole lot from cozy corners and toys to meals and
water dishes. And it’s all designed to maintain cats occupied so people can prepare dinner in peace.

“The cat has his personal place, so he doesn’t come hassle you,” stated Vintrici, who owns a cat named Atila.

We acquired our paws on the kitty kitchen at Design Week in Milan, and some particulars stood out to us: The stainless
countertop isn’t simply engaging and straightforward to wash. It’s additionally a repellent for a lot of cats, who hate the
feel of chilly and glossy surfaces.
We additionally just like the elective tall cupboard that’s deliberately straightforward for kitty to climb up on.
The tops of cupboards are a favourite perch of many cats, who wish to survey their environment. (In reality, when this
author’s personal cat is not loudly opening and shutting cupboards in the midst of the night time, she likes to climb up on
prime of them.)
For now, Mokaci is just an idea kitchen design. But if cat tradition in Italy is something like it’s within the D.J., we
anticipate Mobitaly to have successful on its palms—and for cats the world over to collectively yawn, and proceed
enjoying with stray paper luggage.

